
Passion Projects - Each project should look like there was time and effort put into the
assignment. The Passion Projects will be 50 pts.

When creating your passion projects include information such as:
- Figurative Language

- What is being said? What does it mean?
- Significant Quotes

- What is being said? Why is it important?
- Characters and Importance
- Important Imagery
- Theme

- How does the theme develop over the course of the text? What is its
significance?

- Setting
- Plot
- Tone
- Mood
- Conflict
- Inferences
- Etc.

1) Painting/Drawing - Drawn on a half of a poster board
a) Must be painted/colored/shaded
b) 2 paragraphs stapled on back of poster board (7-8 sentences)

i) 1 paragraph summarizing the story and the lesson learned/theme
ii) 1 paragraph on the picture and its significance to the story (why it is

important), and what imagery you focused on in helping to create your
painting or drawing. (What does your image have to do with the story? Why
is it relevant?)

2) Google Website - https://sites.google.com/u/0/new?pli=1&authuser=0&tgif=d (turn in website
link on assignment)

(Examples: https://sites.google.com/view/themachinestops/home?authuser=0)
a) Use Google Sites - Link provided
b) Include a minimum of 4 different pages

i) Each page must represent something different from the story
ii) On each page there must be a picture that represents what you are focusing

on
(1) Each page must include a minimum of 2 paragraphs made of 5-7

sentences explaining what you chose, why you chose it, and why it is
important.

(a) (If, for example, you use significant quotes - you would
include why you are focusing on quotes, put important quotes
on the page, and explain their significance.)

3) Instagram Page - (Do NOT make an actual instagram - create your project to look like an
instagram page. You can find a template on “Picsart” on the App on your phone. Print

https://sites.google.com/u/0/new?pli=1&authuser=0&tgif=d
https://sites.google.com/view/themachinestops/home?authuser=0


out and staple page and posts together to turn in hard copy) Does NOT have to be printed in
color

a) A profile picture
b) A bio - title included here
c) 9 posts minimum - pictures

(1) Each post has at least 4 sentences relating back to the story.
(2) Each post's sentences should include an explanation of the relevance

of the picture.
4) Diorama - made out of a shoe box

a) Title
b) Inclusion of 2 different scenes
c) 2 paragraphs (7-8 sentences)

i) 1 paragraph summarizing the story and the lesson learned/theme
ii) 1 paragraph on the scenes and their significance to the story (why they are

important), why you included the pieces you included in your diorama and
what imagery you focused on in helping to create your diorama

5) Poetry - Must be typed and printed out double-sided
a) Poem should be relevant to story

i) After printing, you must draw an illustration to represent your poem
b) The poem must have a name - be creative! Do not just name your poem the title of

the story!
c) Poem should have a minimum of 10 lines

i) You must include at least 1 form of figurative language (metaphor, simile,
alliteration, allusion, repetition, oxymoron, symbolism, etc.) within your poem

d) 2 paragraphs typed on back side of poem - 2nd page (7-8 sentences)
i) 1 paragraph on the poem and how it is relevant to the story? What aspect

(theme, characterization, plot, conflict, etc.) did you focus on to write your
poem?

ii) 1 paragraph on the picture and its significance to the story (What does your
image have to do with the story? Why is it relevant?)

6) Google Slideshow - Submit your Google Slideshow to the Dystopian Literature assignment
before turning in

a) Minimum of 8 slides (not including title page - 9 slides total)
b) Title of slideshow should be creative - not just the title of the story

i) Each slide should have a minimum of 5 bullet points
c) Include pictures that are relevant to the story

7) Poster Board - you must provide your own poster
a) Title
b) Inclusion of 2 scenes represented on the board

i) Scenes represented must be colored on board
c) Include summary
d) Inclusion of 4 key aspects from the story

i) Each aspect (i.e., figurative language, theme, significant quotes,
characterization, setting, etc.) should include 5 bullet points focusing on
significance to story

e) Poster Board should be colorful and organized


